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a b s t r a c t

It is common in practice that retailers liquidate unsold perishable goods via clearance pricing. Markdown
money is frequently used between manufacturers and retailers in such a supply chain setting. It is a form
of rebate from a manufacturer to subsidize a retailer’s clearance pricing after the regular season. Two
forms of markdown money are percent markdown money, in which the markdown money is limited to
only a certain percentage of the retail price markdown, and quantity markdown money, which is essen-
tially a buyback contract or returns policy with a rebate credit paid to the retailer for each unsold unit after
the regular season. We show both forms of markdown money contracts can coordinate the supply chain
and we discuss their strengths and limitations.

� 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The volatile market of perishable goods (e.g., fashion apparel,
consumer electronics, personal computers, toys, books, and CDs)
is featured by uncertain demand, long lead time, and a short selling
season. The retailer initially purchases products from the manufac-
turer before the selling season begins and has a great chance of fac-
ing overstock. Since perishable goods will lose value in the eyes of
the customer after the regular season, it is common in practice that
retailers liquidate excess inventory via clearance pricing (Forest
et al., 2003; Kratz, 2005; Rozhon, 2005).

Clearance pricing is an important price promotion tool for the
retailer to enhance sales of unsold units after the regular selling
season. Since the retailer makes less money from clearance sales
than the regular season, it is common in practice that large retail-
ers (e.g., May, Federated, Kohl’s, Saks, and J.C. Penney) demand a
rebate called markdown money (or markdown allowance) from
the manufacturer to subsidize their clearance sales (Kratz, 2005;
Rozhon, 2005). Markdown money is prevalent in industries selling
perishable goods, e.g., fashion apparel, cosmetics and fragrances,
toys, specialty productions, and over-the-counter medications
(Tsay, 2001).

One form of markdown money is quantity markdown money
(QMM), in which the manufacturer pays a rebate credit to the re-
tailer for each unsold unit at the end of the regular selling season.
QMM contracts are also known as buyback contracts or returns
ll rights reserved.
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policies in the literature when the retailer, not the manufacturer,
salvages overstock at the end of the regular selling season (Cachon,
2003, p. 242).

Another form of markdown money called percent markdown
money (PMM), in which the markdown money paid to the retailer
is a certain percentage of the retail price markdown, i.e., the differ-
ence between the regular selling price and clearance price. For
example, Rozhon (2005) reports that in the fashion industry, a
strong retailer may demand as much as 100% of their retail price
markdowns from a supplier. The main difference between a
PMM and a QMM contract is that the rebate depends on the end
of season clearance price in a PMM contract whereas the rebate
is specified at the start of the season in a QMM (or buyback) con-
tract. If the end of season clearance price is known at the start of
the season when the contract terms are set, then PMM and QMM
contracts are identical.

The main purpose of this paper is to address the following is-
sues between the manufacturer and the retailer regarding the
markdown money contract in practice: (1) the impact of the mag-
nitude of the markdown money and (2) the relative performance of
PMM and QMM contracts. Regarding the first issue, if the manufac-
turer’s markdown money is too little, then the retailer will order
fewer products than the manufacturer would like; however, if
the retailer demands too much markdown money, then the manu-
facturer’s performance may be hurt because of the large payment
to the retailer. For example, an executive for one of the best-known
apparel makers reports that if the manufacturer refuses the mark-
down money proposed by the retailers, then they will order 5%
percent less than usual. On the other hand, two major clothing
companies, Kellwood and Jones, have warned of lower earnings
in part because of post-holiday markdown money payments to
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the retailer (Rozhon, 2005). Thus, it is important to know whether
or not the QMM and PMM contracts can improve supply chain per-
formance and allow both parties to benefit. Regarding the second
issue, there is a vast literature on the QMM contracts (Cachon,
2003; Lariviere, 1999), but this work assumes that the end of sea-
son salvage value (e.g., clearance price) is exogenous. In practice,
clearance price is commonly affected by market conditions ob-
served during the selling season, in which case PMM and QMM
contracts have different impacts on decisions and expected profits.
We seek to understand the merits of each type of contract when
clearance price is endogenous.

Cachon and Kök (2007) propose and analyze a clearance pricing
model. Their work lends insight into how a retailer can apply the
powerful framework of the newsvendor model, which relies on
an exogenous salvage value assumption, in settings where salvage
value depends on the retailer’s end-of-season clearance price deci-
sion. This paper builds on the clearance pricing model of Cachon
and Kök (2007), but rather than addressing the question of how
to estimate salvage value when clearance price is endogenous,
we investigate the relative performance of two types of markdown
money contracts. In summary, the previous research on perishable
goods treats markdown money and clearance pricing separately.
This paper draws on both these literatures to evaluate the relative
performance of markdown money contracts.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly re-
view the relevant literature. In Section 3, we present our model
preliminaries and analyze supply chain models under a general
clearance demand function. To identify additional insights, in Sec-
tion 4, we analyze supply chain models under a special linear clear-
ance demand function. Finally, in Section 5, we summarize our
results and identify research opportunities for future study.
2. Literature review

The literature related to this paper can be divided into two cat-
egories: papers on the newsvendor problem and its extensions and
papers on supply chain contracts.

The single-period newsvendor model has been well studied in
the literature (see Porteus, 1990; Lee and Nahmias, 1993; Khouja,
1999; Petruzzi and Dada, 1999 for more detailed reviews). In those
models, it is commonly assumed that the salvage value for excess
inventory is fixed and exogenously given. Recently, a number of at-
tempts have been made to extend the understanding of the news-
vendor model. The paper most closely related to our research is
Cachon and Kök (2007), who study a newsvendor model with
clearance pricing for the leftover inventory at the end of the selling
season. In contrast with the traditional newsvendor model, they
treat the salvage value (or clearance price) as a decision variable
and focus on methods for estimating salvage value in the newsven-
dor problem.

Supply chain contract models have received much attention
from researchers recently. In this section, we only focus on returns
policies and markdown money, which are most closely related to
this research. We refer to Cachon (2003) for reviews of other types
of supply chain contracts.

Returns policies, also known as buyback contracts, allow the
retailer to return a certain amount of unsold goods to the manu-
facturer at the end of the selling season for a partial rebate credit.
Returns policies are common in the distribution of perishable
commodities with uncertain demand, such as books, magazines,
newspapers, recorded music, computer hardware and software,
greeting cards, and pharmaceuticals (Padmanabhan and Png,
1995). Pasternack (1985) is the first to study a returns policy.
He shows that both full returns with full rebate credit and no re-
turns are system suboptimal. The supply chain can be coordi-
nated by an intermediate returns policy, e.g., partial returns
with full rebate credit. Kandel (1996) studies two extreme con-
tract schemes for allocation of responsibility for unsold inventory
in a supply chain: the consignment contract and the no-return
contract. He also shows if demand is stochastic and price-sensi-
tive, then the supply chain cannot be fully coordinated by returns
policies without retail price maintenance (i.e., allowing the man-
ufacturer to dictate the retail price). Emmons and Gilbert (1998)
study a price-sensitive multiplicative model of demand uncer-
tainty for catalog goods and demonstrate that uncertainty tends
to increase the retail price. They also show that under certain
conditions, a manufacturer can increase her profit by offering a
returns policy. Webster and Weng (2000) take the viewpoint of
a manufacturer selling a short life-cycle product to a single retai-
ler and describe risk free returns policies that, when compared to
no returns, the retailer’s expected profit is increased and the
manufacturer’s realized profit is ensured to be at least as large
as when no returns are allowed. Donohue (2000) studies returns
policies in a supply chain model with multiple production oppor-
tunities and improving demand forecasts. Lee et al. (2000) study
dynamic optimal price protection policies for products subject to
price reductions due to obsolescence (e.g., personal computers),
which closely resemble returns policies. Taylor (2002) incorpo-
rates a buyback contract with a target sales rebate contract to
coordinate the supply chain when demand is sensitive to the re-
tailer sales effort. Krishnan et al. (2004) study a decentralized
supply chain with retailer promotional effort. They show that re-
turns policies alone will reduce the retailer’s promotional incen-
tives and adversely affect supply chain profits. However, under
certain conditions, coupling returns policies with other channel
mechanisms (e.g., promotional cost sharing) can coordinate the
supply chain. Su and Zhang (2005) study a decentralized supply
chain with strategic customers, who anticipate the seller’s future
clearance sales at a fixed salvage price and choose the best pur-
chasing time to maximize their expected surplus. They show
how contractual arrangements can be used to improve supply
chain performance. Finally, Wang and Webster (2007) study a
decentralized supply chain in which a single risk-neutral manu-
facturer is selling a perishable product to a single loss-averse re-
tailer. They investigate a returns policy with a gain/loss sharing
provision to coordinate the supply chain.

As pointed out by Cachon (2003), the name of returns policy or
buyback contract is somewhat misleading since it implies physical
returns of overstock at the end of the selling season, which only
happens when the manufacturer’s salvage value is higher than
the retailer’s. If the retailer’s salvage value is higher than the man-
ufacturer, then the retailer liquidates overstock and the manufac-
turer credits the retailer for those units, which is often referred
to as markdown moneycontract (Tsay, 2001). To our knowledge,
past research on buyback and markdown money contracts as-
sumes that salvage value (e.g., clearance price) is exogenous. How-
ever, there are many settings where a retailer’s salvage value is not
fixed, but is based on a clearance price that is influenced by the ob-
served demand during the selling season. In this paper we use the
clearance pricing model of Cachon and Kök (2007). We extend the
supply chain contract literature by allowing for endogenous sal-
vage, and we find that the way in which markdown money is cal-
culated (e.g., PMM versus QMM) leads to meaningful differences in
performance.
3. Supply chain models with a general clearance demand
function

In Section 3.1, we begin our analysis by investigating a verti-
cally integrated firm that owns both manufacturer and retailer
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and acts as a central planner for the supply chain. This centralized
control setting provides us a first-best solution that maximizes
total supply chain profit. We then investigate a decentralized sup-
ply chain under a wholesale price-only contract. In Sections 3.2
and 3.3, we study the decentralized supply chain with the PMM
contract and QMM contract, respectively.

3.1. Integrated and decentralized supply chains models with a
wholesale price-only contract

Our integrated supply chain model builds on the model of Ca-
chon and Kök (2007). We briefly introduce our model notation
and assumptions, while referring interested readers to Cachon
and Kök (2007) for model details.

We consider an integrated firm selling a perishable product
with a selling season divided into two periods, a regular season
T1 and a clearance period T2. At the beginning of T1, the integrated
firm produces q units of a single item at a quantity independent
unit production and delivery cost c and sells at a unit retail price
p1 > c in T1. Like most of the supply chain contract models we as-
sume the retail price p1 in T1 is fixed (e.g., Pasternack, 1985; Kan-
del, 1996; Lariviere, 1999; Lee et al., 2000; Tsay, 2001; Taylor,
2002; and Cachon and Kök, 2007). This assumption is practically
reasonable if the retail market is highly competitive (e.g., the retai-
ler acts as a price taker).

Let n 2 [0,1) be the realized demand in T1. Let F(n) be the
strictly increasing and differentiable distribution function of de-
mand and let f(n) be the density function. If realized demand n is
higher than the order quantity q, then all sales are lost without
additional penalty; if realized demand n is lower than q, then the
leftover inventory I(q,n) = (q � n)+ will be carried over to the clear-
ance period T2. We let IðqÞ ¼

R q
0 ðq� nÞdFðnÞ be the expected left-

over inventory.
Clearance demand D2(p2,n) in T2 is a deterministic function of

the clearance price p2 and the realized demand n in T1. D2(p2,n) is
non-negative, differentiable, and decreasing in p2. Hence, the in-
verse demand function exists, p2(s2,n), where s2 is actual sales in
T2. We assume revenue in T2, s2p2(s2,n), is concave in s2 for all n;
and p̂2ðnÞ < p1 for all n, where p̂2ðnÞ ¼ arg maxp2

ðp2D2ðp2; nÞÞ. We
assume D2(p2,n) is monotone in n for all p2.

Let bR2ðs2; nÞ ¼ s2p2ðs2; nÞ be the unconstrained revenue function.
Let ŝ2ðnÞ be the unconstrained optimal sales in T2

ŝ2ðnÞ ¼ argmax
s2

bR2ðs2; nÞ:

Then the integrated firm’s revenue function, R2(q,n), given realized
demand n in T1, can be expressed as follows:

R2ðq; nÞ ¼

ŝ2ðnÞp2ðŝ2ðnÞ; nÞ; 0 6 n 6 n̂ðqÞ;
Iðq; nÞp2ðIðq; nÞ; nÞ; n̂ðqÞ < n 6 ~nðqÞ;
Iðq; nÞp1;

~nðqÞ < n 6 q;

0; q < n;

8>>>><>>>>:
where n̂ðqÞ and ~nðqÞ are defined in Cachon and Kök (2007). More
specifically, if realized demand is lower than n̂ðqÞ, then the firm will
only liquidate some leftover inventory at a clearance price p2 < p1

and hold back (destroy) the rest; if realized demand is higher than
n̂ðqÞ but lower than ~nðqÞ, then the firm will liquidate all leftover
inventory; if realized demand is higher than ~nðqÞ, then the firm will
liquidate all leftover inventory at the regular season retail price p1;
finally, if realized demand is higher than q, then there is no clear-
ance sales.

Then, we can express the integrated firm’s expected profit as
follows:

PðqÞ ¼ �cqþ R1ðqÞ þ R2ðqÞ; ð1Þ
where

R1ðqÞ ¼ p1ðq� IðqÞÞ ð2Þ

is expected revenue in T1 with I(q) being expected left over inven-
tory, and

R2ðqÞ ¼
Z n̂ðqÞ

0
ŝ2ðnÞp̂2ðnÞdFðnÞ þ

Z ~nðqÞ

n̂ðqÞ
p2ðIðq; nÞ; nÞIðq; nÞdFðnÞ

þ
Z q

~nðqÞ
p1Iðq; nÞdFðnÞ

is expected revenue in T2. Then it follows from Cachon and Kök
(2007) that the optimal order quantity q0 of the integrated firm is
unique and satisfies

p1 � c � p1Fðq0Þ þ
Z ~nðq0Þ

n̂ðq0Þ

o

oq
ðIðq0; nÞp2ðIðq0; nÞ; nÞdFðnÞ

þ
Z q0

~nðq0Þ
p1 dFðnÞ ¼ 0: ð3Þ

Replacing the production cost c with the wholesale price w in (1),
we have the following proposition on the retailer’s optimal order
quantity under the wholesale price-only contract.

Proposition 1. The retailer’s optimal order quantity q* under the
wholesale price-only contract is unique and satisfies

p1 �w� p1Fðq�Þ þ
Z ~nðq�Þ

n̂ðqr Þ

o

oq
ðIðq�; nÞp2ðIðq�; nÞ; nÞdFðnÞ

þ
Z q�

~nðq�Þ
p1 dFðnÞ ¼ 0: ð4Þ

Furthermore, the retailer’s optimal order quantity is smaller than the
integrated firm’s optimal stocking level, i.e., q* < q0.

Proof. The proof is straightforward so we omit it. h

The quantity distortion implied in Proposition 1 can be ex-
plained by double marginalization (Spengler, 1950), i.e., if the man-
ufacturer sells at a wholesale price which is higher than her
production cost, then the retailer will order less inventory than
the optimal stocking level of the integrated supply chain and the
total expected profit of the decentralized supply chain is lower
than the integrated channel.

3.2. Decentralized supply chain models with a PMM contract

As shown in Section 3.1, since the wholesale price-only contract
is system suboptimal, we next investigate the role of the PMM con-
tract on the supply chain coordination. The PMM contract specifies
that the manufacturer charges the retailer a unit wholesale price w
and pays the retailer some markdown money M which is a per-
centage c 2 (0,1) of the difference between the retailer’s regular
selling price p1 and the clearance price p2, or a percentage of the
retailer’s regular selling price p1 for the inventory held back by
the retailer with zero value. The timing of the supply chain events
with the PMM contract are as follows:

1. Prior to the selling season, the manufacturer offers the retailer
(possibly after negotiation) a PMM contract (w,c).

2. The retailer places an order with the manufacturer at unit
wholesale price w.

3. Production takes place and all finished goods are delivered to
the retailer before the regular season T1 begins.

4. The retailer sells the product at an exogenous retail price p1

during the selling season. Regular season demand is realized
and all unsold units are carried over to the clearance period T2.

5. The retailer chooses a clearance price p2 for clearance sales in
T2.
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6. At the end of T2, the retailer salvages the inventory he holds
back and the manufacturer pays the retailer a percentage c of
revenues lost due to markdowns during T2 and due to leftover
inventory that is salvaged at the end of T2.

The retailer’s clearance revenue function is slightly different
from the integrated firm because of the introduction of the
PMM contract, under which the retailer is able to get additional
compensation from the manufacturer for his clearance sales and
inventory holdbacks. Similarly, we can express the retailer’s
revenue function, R2(q,c,n), given realized demand n in T1, as
follows:

R2ðq; c; nÞ ¼

ð1� cÞŝ2ðnÞp2ðŝ2ðnÞ; nÞ þ cp1Iðq; nÞ; 0 6 n 6 n̂ðqÞ;
ð1� cÞIðq; nÞp2ðIðq; nÞ; nÞ þ cp1Iðq; nÞ; n̂ðqÞ < n 6 ~nðqÞ;
Iðq; nÞp1;

~nðqÞ < n 6 q;

0; q < n:

8>>>><>>>>:
Then, we can express the retailer’s expected profit under the PMM
contract as follows:

Prðq;w; cÞ ¼ �wqþ R1ðqÞ þ R2ðq; cÞ; ð5Þ

where R1(q) is define in (2) and

R2ðq; cÞ ¼ ð1� cÞ
Z n̂ðqÞ

0
ŝ2ðnÞp2ðŝ2ðnÞ; nÞdFðnÞ þ ð1� cÞ

�
Z ~nðqÞ

n̂ðqÞ
Iðq; nÞp2ðIðq; nÞ; nÞdFðnÞ þ

Z ~nðqÞ

0
cp1Iðq; nÞdFðnÞ

þ
Z q

~nðqÞ
p1Iðq; nÞdFðnÞ:

Proposition 2. The retailer’s optimal order quantity qc under the
PMM contract is unique and satisfies the following first-order
condition:

p1 �w� ð1� cÞ p1FðqcÞ �
Z ~nðqcÞ

n̂ðqcÞ

o

oq
ðIðqc; nÞp2ðIðqc; nÞ; nÞÞdFðnÞ

 

�
Z qc

~nðqcÞ
p1 dFðnÞ

!
¼ 0: ð6Þ

Furthermore, qc is increasing in c.

Proof. After taking the first and second derivatives of Pr(q,w,c)
expressed in (5) with respect to q, we get

dPrðq;w; cÞ=dq ¼ p1 �w� ð1� cÞ
 

p1FðqÞ

�
Z ~nðqÞ

n̂ðqÞ

o

oq
ðIðq; nÞp2ðIðq; nÞ; nÞÞdFðnÞ �

Z q

~nðqÞ
p1 dFðnÞ

!

and

d2Prðq;w; cÞ=dq2 ¼ ð1� cÞ
Z ~nðqÞ

n̂ðqÞ

o2

oq2 ðIðq; nÞp2ðIðq; nÞ; nÞÞdFðnÞ

� ð1� cÞ p1 �
o

oq
ðIðq; nÞp2ðIðq; nÞ; nÞÞjn¼~nðqÞ

� �
f ð~nðqÞÞ~n0ðqÞ � ð1� cÞ o

oq
ðIðq; nÞp2ðIðq; nÞ; nÞjn¼n̂ðqÞ

f ðn̂ðqÞÞn̂0ðqÞ < 0:

Thus, Pr(q,w,c) is concave in q, which implies there must exist a un-
ique optimal retailer order quantity qc that satisfies the first-order
condition, dPc(qc,w,c)/dq = 0, i.e., Eq. (6).
Finally, by the Implicit Function Theorem, we have

dqc=dc ¼ d2Prðqc;w; cÞ=dqdc

�d2Prðqc;w; cÞ=dq2

¼
p1Fðn̂ðqcÞÞ þ

R ~nðqcÞ
n̂ðqcÞ p1 � o

oq ðIðqc; nÞp2ðIðqc; nÞ; nÞÞ
� �

dFðnÞ

�d2Prðqc;w; cÞ=dq2

> 0: �

Proposition 2 shows that under the PMM contract, the retailer’s
total expected profit function is concave and there exists a unique
optimal order quantity that maximizes the retailer’s expected prof-
it. In addition, the higher the manufacturer’s markdown money
percentage, the more the retailer would like to order from the
manufacturer.

Proposition 3. Consider the set of PMM contracts with

cw ¼
w� c
p1 � c

: ð7Þ
(i) The retailer orders the integrated supply chain optimal order
quantity q0, i.e., those contracts can coordinate the supply

chain.

(ii) The manufacturer’s expected profit is Pm(q0,w,cw) = cwP(q0)
and the retailer’s expected profit is Pr(q0,w,cw) = (1 � cw)
P(q0).

(iii) The set of PMM contracts (w,cw) can arbitrarily allocate inte-
grated supply chain profit between the manufacturer, who
receives share cw, and the retailer, who receives share 1 � cw.

(iv) cw is increasing in w and decreasing in both p1 and c.
(v) For any clearance price p2 6 p1, the markdown money

M* = cw(p1 � p2) is less than the wholesale price w.
Proof. (i) Let (w,cw) be the channel coordinating PMM contract
under which the retailer’s optimal order quantity qc is the same
as the integrated supply chain’s optimal order quantity q0, i.e.,
qc = q0. Then qc must satisfy dPr(qc,w,cw)/dq = dP(qc)/dq = 0. From
the first-order condition (3), we have

p1 � c � p1FðqcÞ þ
Z ~nðqcÞ

n̂ðqcÞ

o

oq
ðIðqc; nÞp2ðIðqc; nÞ; nÞdFðnÞ

þ
Z qc

~nðqcÞ
p1 dFðnÞ ¼ 0; i:e:;

p1FðqcÞ �
Z ~nðqcÞ

n̂ðqcÞ

o

oq
ðIðqc; nÞp2ðIðqc; nÞ; nÞdFðnÞ

�
Z qc

~nðqcÞ
p1 dFðnÞ ¼ p1 � c:

After replacing the terms p1FðqcÞ �
R ~nðqcÞ

n̂ðqcÞ
o
oq ðIðqc; nÞp2ðIðqc; nÞ; nÞ

�
dFðnÞ �

R qc

~nðqcÞ p1 dFðnÞÞ with p1 � c, we can rewrite the first-order
condition (6) as follows:

p1 �w� ð1� cwÞ p1FðqcÞ �
Z ~nðqcÞ

n̂ðqcÞ

o

oq
ðIðqc; nÞp2ðIðqc; nÞ; nÞÞdFðnÞ

 

�
Z qc

~nðqcÞ
p1 dFðnÞ

!
¼ p1 �w� ð1� cwÞðp1 � cÞ ¼ 0;

i:e:; cw ¼
w� c
p1 � c

:

(ii) After plugging w = cw(p1 � c) + c (by Eq. (7)) and q = q0 into
the retailer’s expected profit function (5) and applying some alge-
braic manipulations, we get Pr(q0,w,cw) = (1 � cw)P(q0) and
Pm(q0,w,cw) = cwP(q0).

(iii) From (7) we see that if w = c, then cw = 0 and if w = p1, then
cw = 1. Since from Proposition 3(iv), cw is increasing in w, if we
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increase w from c to p1, then the manufacturer’s percentage of the
total supply chain profit cw will increase from 0% to 100%, i.e., such
PMM contracts can arbitrarily allocate supply chain profit between
the retailer and the manufacturer.

(iv) The proof is straightforward so we omit it.
(v) Observe that M�=w ¼ cwðp1 � p2Þ=w ¼ ðw�cÞðp1�p2Þ

ðp1�cÞw < ðw�cÞp1
ðp1�cÞw ¼

p1w�p1c
p1w�wc . Since p1 > w, we have p1w�p1c

p1w�wc < 1, which implies M*/w < 1,

i.e., M* < w. h

Proposition 3(i)–(iii) altogether imply that the PMM contract
with (w,cw) coordinates the supply chain and, through alternative
choices of w (or c equivalently), can arbitrarily allocate supply
chain profit between the manufacturer and retailer. The relation-
ship among the PMM coordinating contract parameters is simple
and suitable for interpretations that, while clear in hindsight from
the expressions, may not be obvious before-hand. From (7), the set
of PMM coordinating parameters can be expressed in terms of
either wholesale price or markdown money percentage:

w and cw ¼ ðw� cÞ=ðp1 � cÞ; or equivalently; c and wc

¼ c þ cðp1 � cÞ:

Interestingly, the manufacturer’s percentage of the supply chain
profit is exactly the same as the markdown money percentage.
Thus, a higher coordinating markdown money percentage will re-
sult in a higher (lower) manufacturer’s (retailer’s) percentage of
the supply chain profit. At the first glance, this result seems coun-
terintuitive since a higher markdown money percentage means a
larger markdown money payment from the manufacturer to the re-
tailer. However, from (7), we see that a higher coordinating mark-
down money percentage also means that the manufacturer
charges a higher wholesale price to the retailer, which results in a
higher manufacturer profit from the retailer’s order to offset the
markdown money payment.

Let Exp[P] and Var[P] be the mean and variance of the supply
chain’s profit. (I made this change because P was used for supply
chain profit above.) Then the mean and variance of the manufac-
turer’s profit under the coordinating PMM contract (w,cw) can be
expressed as cwExp[P] and c2

wVar½P�, respectively. Similarly, the
mean and variance of the retailer’s profit under the coordinating
PMM contract (w,cw) can be expressed as (1 � cw)Exp[P] and
(1 � cw)2Var[P], respectively. The expressions highlight a clear
risk-return relationship in the PMM contract: as cw increases, both
the expected profit and the risk from uncertain demand in term of
the variance of profit shifts from the retailer to the manufacturer.

The particular profit split and allocation of supply chain risk
may depend upon the firms’ relative bargaining power. If the man-
ufacturer (retailer) is more powerful and would like to coordinate
the supply chain, then one can expect a high (low) markdown
money percentage cw in the PMM contract. The value of cw raises
another issue in the PMM contract. If cw is very high (e.g., close
to 1), then the retailer’s expected profit is quite small (e.g., nearly
zero). Thus, in absolute terms, a deviation from the supply chain
optimal order quantity q0 imposes little penalty on the retailer
but has significant effect on the manufacturer’s profit. Under this
situation, the coordinating PMM contract may not be enforceable
especially if the retailer feels slighted and orders a suboptimal
quantity in order to retaliate against the manufacturer. On the
other hand, if cw is small, then a deviation from the supply chain
optimal order quantity q0 imposes large penalty on the retailer
but has less of an effect on the manufacturer’s profit. Under this sit-
uation, the coordinating PMM contract is more enforceable, i.e.,
there is no incentive for the retailer to retaliate against the manu-
facturer by ordering a suboptimal quantity.

Note that the channel coordinating PMM contract parameters
are independent of both regular season demand distribution and
the clearance revenue function (see (7)). Consequently, a manufac-
turer can offer a single PMM contract to multiple non-competing
retailers with the same regular selling price but different demand
distributions and clearance revenue functions. This property is
helpful for avoiding antitrust issues that may arise when contract
terms vary by customer. For example, Kirkpatrick (2001) reports
that independent bookstores have accused Barnes & Noble and
Borders of striking preferential deals with publishers that include
more generous returns policies.

Proposition 3(iv) is intuitive and says that the higher the whole-
sale price, the higher the channel coordinating markdown money
percentage; the higher the retail price and production cost, the
lower the channel coordinating markdown money percentage.
We should note that the manufacturer’s actual markdown money
M* paid to the retailer for each unit of leftover inventory depends
upon the realized demand in the regular season and the retailer’s
actual clearance price. If realized demand in the regular season is
too low so that the leftover inventory is too high, then the retailer
has to liquidate overstock at a low clearance price. This will result
in higher manufacturer’s markdown money. However, as Proposi-
tion 3(v) shows, the actual unit markdown money M* can never be
higher than the wholesale price w.

3.3. Decentralized supply chain with a QMM contract

In this section, we investigate the role of the QMM contract on
the supply chain coordination. The QMM contract (w,m) specifies
that the manufacturer charges the retailer a unit wholesale price
w and pays the retailer markdown money m < w for each unsold
unit after the regular season but at a lower clearance price (and sal-
vage value) in T2. As noted above, the QMM contract is essentially a
returns policy since it is the retailer whole salvage the unsold prod-
ucts from T1 at a clearance price in T2.

Similarly, we can express the retailer’s revenue function,
R2(q,m,n), given realized demand n in T1, as follows:

R2ðq;m; nÞ ¼

ŝ2ðnÞp2ðŝ2ðnÞ; nÞ þmIðq; nÞ; 0 6 n 6 n̂ðqÞ;
Iðq; nÞ½p2ðIðq; nÞ; nÞ þm�; n̂ðqÞ < n 6 ~nðqÞ;
Iðq; nÞðp1 þmÞ; ~nðqÞ < n 6 q;
0; q < n:

8>>>><>>>>:
Then, we can express the retailer’s expected profit under the QMM
contract as follows:

Prðq;w;mÞ ¼ �wqþ R1ðqÞ þ R2ðq;mÞ; ð8Þ

where

R2ðq;mÞ ¼
Z n̂ðqÞ

0
ŝ2ðnÞp2ðŝ2ðnÞ; nÞdFðnÞ þ

Z ~nðqÞ

n̂ðqÞ
Iðq; nÞp2ðIðq; nÞ; nÞdFðnÞ

þ
Z q

~nðqÞ
p1Iðq; nÞdFðnÞ þ

Z q

0
mIðq; nÞdFðnÞ:

Proposition 4. The retailer’s profit-maximizing optimal order quan-
tity is determined by some qm that solves the following first-order
condition:

p1 �w� ðp1 �mÞFðqmÞ þ
Z ~nðqmÞ

n̂ðqmÞ

o

oq
ðIðqm; nÞp2ðIðqm; nÞ; nÞÞdFðnÞ

þ
Z qm

~nðqmÞ
p1 dFðnÞ ¼ 0: ð9Þ

Proof. After taking the first-derivative of Pr(q,w,m) expressed in
(8) with respect to q, we get
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dPrðq;w;mÞ=dq ¼ p1 �w� ðp1 �mÞFðqÞ

þ
Z ~nðqÞ

n̂ðqÞ

o

oq
ðIðq; nÞp2ðIðq; nÞ; nÞÞdFðnÞ

þ
Z q

~nðqÞ
p1 dFðnÞ:

Therefore, the optimal order quantity qm must satisfy dPr(q,w,m)/
dq = 0, i.e., Eq. (9). h

We wish to note that compared with the PMM contract which
can always coordinate the supply chain, the QMM contract is more
restrictive and may not be able to coordinate the supply chain if
the solution to the first-order condition (9) is not unique. We next
focus only on the coordinating QMM contract when (9) has a un-
ique solution qm.

Proposition 5. If qm is unique, then consider the set of QMM
contracts with

mw ¼ ðw� cÞ=Fðq0Þ: ð10Þ
(i) The retailer orders the integrated supply chain’s optimal order
quantity q0, i.e., those contracts can coordinate the supply
chain.

(ii) The manufacturer’s expected profit Pm(q0, w, mw) is increasing
in w and the retailer’s expected profit Pr (q0,w,mw) is decreas-
ing in w.

(iii) The set of QMM contracts (w,mw) can arbitrarily allocate inte-
grated supply chain profit between the manufacturer and the
retailer.

(iv) mw is increasing in w and decreasing in p1 but may increase or
decrease in c.

(v) mw < w.
Proof. (i) The proof is similar to Proposition 3(i) so we omit it.
(ii) The manufacturer’s expected profit under the coordinating

QMM contract (w,mw) is

Pmðq0;w;mwÞ ¼ ðw� cÞq0 �mw

Z q0

0
Iðq0; nÞdFðnÞ: ð11Þ

After taking the first-derivative of Pm(q0,w,mw) with respect to w,
from (11) we get

dPmðq0;w;mwÞ=dw ¼ q0 � 1
Fðq0Þ

Z q0

0
Iðq0; nÞdFðnÞ > 0 ð12Þ

and expression (12) also implies dPr(q0,w,mw)/dit w < 0.
(iii) From (10), if w = c, then mw = 0 and Pm(q0,w,mw) = 0; if

w = p1, then since mw < w = p1 by Proposition 5(v), we have
Pr(q0,w,mw) < 0 and Pm(q0,w,mw) > P(q0). Since from Proposition
5(ii), dPm(q0,w,mw)/dw > 0, there must exist a wholesale price
wT < p1 such that Pm(q0,w,mw) = P(q0). Thus, the set of contracts
specified in (10) can arbitrarily allocate supply chain profit
between the manufacturer and the retailer.

(iv) It follows from (10) that dmw/dw = 1/F(q0) > 0. Observe from

(3) that dq0/dp1 > 0, it follows that dmw=dp1 ¼
�ðw�cÞf ðq0Þ
½Fðq0Þ�2

dq0

dp1

� �
< 0.

Similarly, since dq0/dc < 0, the sign of dmw=dc ¼ �Fðq0Þ�ðw�cÞf ðq0Þ dq0

dc

� �
½Fðq0Þ�2

can be positive or negative.
(v) Since the term

R ~nðq0Þ
n̂ðq0Þ

o
oq ðIðq0; nÞp2ðIðq0; nÞ; nÞdFðnÞ þ

R q0

~nðq0Þ p1

dFðnÞ in (3) is strictly positive, we have F(q0) > (p1 � c)/p1 > (w � c)/
w. Therefore, mw = (w � c)/F(Q*) < w. h

If the retailer’s optimal order quantity under the QMM contract
is unique, then Proposition 5(i)–(iii) altogether imply that the
QMM contract with (w,mw) coordinates the supply chain and,
through alternative choices of w (or m equivalently), can arbitrarily
allocate supply chain profit between the manufacturer and retailer.
The relationship among the QMM coordinating contract parame-
ters is not as simple as the PMM contract, but can still be expressed
in terms of either wholesale price or markdown money:

w and mw ¼ ðw� cÞ=Fðq0Þ; or equivalently; m and wm

¼ mFðq0Þ þ c:

The effect of increases in the contract parameters w and mw is sim-
ilar to the effect of increases in w and cw in a PMM contract; the
manufacturer’s share of total expected supply chain profit is
increasing in w and cw, and the retailer’s share of total expected
supply chain profit is decreasing in w and cw. Accordingly, we see
the same type of risk-return relationship that arises in a QMM con-
tract: as w and mw increase, both the expected profit and the risk
from uncertain demand shifts from the retailer to the manufacturer.

Compared with the PMM contract, we see from (10) that the
optimal markdown money in a QMM contract depends upon the
regular season demand distribution. For a fixed q0, a higher proba-
bility of stocking out will lead to higher markdown money paid to
the retailer. Thus, one disadvantage of the QMM contract is that the
manufacturer cannot offer a uniform channel coordinating QMM
contract to multiple non-competing retailers.

Proposition 5(iv) and (v) describes relationships among the
optimal markdown money and other price/cost parameters, i.e.,
markdown money is increasing in wholesale price, decreasing in
regular retail price, and less than the wholesale price.
4. Supply chain models with a linear clearance demand
function

To gain additional insight, we next investigate a supply chain
with a linear clearance demand function. We assume clearance de-
mand D2(p2,n) in T2 is a combination of a linear demand function
d2(p2) and a multiplicative shock x(n), i.e.,

D2ðp2; nÞ ¼ d2ðp2ÞxðnÞ; ð13Þ

where d2(p2) is in the form of

d2ðp2Þ ¼ a� bp2; ð14Þ

with a > 0 and b P 0. The parameter a represents the size of the
clearance market and b represents the price sensitivity of clearance
demand. The linear demand curve d2(p2) is common in the market-
ing and supply chain literature and has empirical support (e.g., Li-
lien et al., 1992; Monroe, 1990; Trivedi, 1998; Corbett et al.,
2004). Similar to Cachon and Kök (2007), we assume the multiplica-
tive shock function x(n) = {l, n}, where l is the mean demand in T1.
The case of x(n) = l means that demands in the regular season and
clearance period are independent and appeal to two distinct market
segments, e.g., the firm practices clearance pricing through a sepa-
rate channel such as an online website (e.g., J.C. Penny and Gap) or a
discount specialist (e.g., T.J. Maxx in the apparel industry). The case
of x(n) = n means that regular season and clearance period demands
are positively correlated, i.e., higher regular season demand is a
good indicator of higher clearance demand.

From (13) and (14), the inverse demand function is

p2ðs2; nÞ ¼
1
b

a� s2

xðnÞ

� �
; ð15Þ

where s2 is the clearance demand inT2. In addition, we see that
D2(p2,n) = 0 " p2 P pmax = a/b and D2(p2,n) = ax(n) if p2 = 0. We as-
sume pmax 6 p1, i.e., a/b 6 p1, so that "s2 > 0, p2(s2, n) < p1. This
assumption essentially captures the characteristic of perishable
goods, i.e., the product will lose value in the eyes of the customer
after the regular selling season.
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It follows from (15) that dp2(s2,n)/da > 0 and dp2(s2,n)/db < 0,
i.e., the larger the clearance demand pool a and the smaller the
price sensitivity b, the higher the clearance price. Let

bR2ðs2; nÞ ¼ s2p2ðs2; nÞ ¼
1
b

as2 �
s2

2

xðnÞ

� �
ð16Þ

be the unconstrained revenue function. Since bR2ðs2; nÞ is quadratic,
there exists a unique optimal sales quantity ŝ2ðnÞ ¼ axðnÞ=2 in T2

that maximizes bR2ðs2; nÞ, and the corresponding maximal clearance
revenue is bR2ðŝ2; nÞ ¼ a2xðnÞ=4b.

Let n̂ðqÞ ¼maxf0; n0g, where n0 is uniquely determined by solv-
ing q� n0 ¼ ŝ2ðn0Þ. If realized demand n in T1 satisfies n > n̂ðqÞ, then
the leftover over inventory in T1 must be less than the optimal
sales quantity in T2, i.e., q� n < ŝ2ðnÞ, and the retailer will liquidate
all (q � n) units of leftover inventory via clearance pricing. If
n < n̂ðqÞ, then q�n > ŝ2ðnÞ, and the retailer will only liquidate
ŝ2ðnÞ units of leftover inventory via clearance pricing. Therefore,
we can express the clearance revenue function R2(q,n) in T2 as
follows:

R2ðq; nÞ ¼
1
b aðq� nÞ � ðq�nÞ2

xðnÞ

� �
if n > n̂ðqÞ;

a2xðnÞ
4b otherwise:

8<: ð17Þ

From (17), we can express expected profit functions of the inte-
grated firm and the independent retailer under the wholesale
price-only contract as follows:

PðqÞ ¼ ðp1 � cÞq� p1IðqÞ þ
Z n̂ðqÞ

0

a2xðnÞ
4b

dFðnÞ

þ 1
b

Z q

n̂ðqÞ
aðq� nÞ � ðq� nÞ2

xðnÞ

 !
dFðnÞdx; ð18Þ

PrðqÞ ¼ ðp1 �wÞq� p1IðqÞ þ
Z n̂ðqÞ

0

a2xðnÞ
4b

dFðnÞ

þ 1
b

Z q

n̂ðqÞ
aðq� nÞ � ðq� nÞ2

xðnÞ

 !
dFðnÞdx: ð19Þ

Proposition 6. (i) With the linear clearance demand function, the
integrated firm’s optimal stocking level q0 and the independent
retailer’s optimal order quantity qr are unique and satisfy the
following first-order conditions:

p1 � c � p1Fðq0Þ þ 1
b

Z q0

n̂ðq0Þ
a� 2ðq0 � nÞ

xðnÞ

� �
dFðnÞ ¼ 0; ð20Þ

p1 �w� p1FðqrÞ þ 1
b

Z qr

n̂ðqrÞ
a� 2ðqr � nÞ

xðnÞ

� �
dFðnÞ ¼ 0: ð21Þ

(ii) Both q0 and qr are increasing in a and decreasing in b.

Proof.

(i) After taking the first derivative of (18) with respect to q, we
get:

dPðqÞ
dq

¼ p1 � c � p1FðqÞ

þ 1
b

a2xðn̂ðqÞÞ
4

� aðq� n̂ðqÞÞ þ ðq� n̂ðqÞÞ2

xðn̂ðqÞÞ

 !
f ðn̂ðqÞÞn̂0ðqÞ

þ 1
b

Z q

n̂ðqÞ
a� 2ðq� nÞ

xðnÞ

� �
dFðnÞ: ð22Þ

Recall that n̂ðqÞ ¼maxf0; n0g. If n̂ðqÞ ¼ 0, then n̂0ðqÞ ¼ 0. If n̂ðqÞ ¼ n0,
then since q� n0 ¼ ŝ2ðn0Þ ¼ axðn0Þ=2, we have
a2xðn̂ðqÞÞ
4

� aðq� n̂ðqÞÞ þ ðq� n̂ðqÞÞ2

xðn̂ðqÞÞ
¼ 0:

Therefore, for any n̂ðqÞ ¼maxf0; n0g, we can rewrite (21) as follows:

dPðqÞ
dq

¼ ðp1 � cÞ � p1FðqÞ þ 1
b

Z q

n̂ðqÞ
a� 2ðq� nÞ

xðnÞ

� �
dFðnÞ: ð23Þ

After taking the second derivative of (23) with respect to q, we get:

d2PðqÞ
dq2 ¼ � p1 �

a
b

� �
f ðqÞ � 2

b

Z q

n̂ðqÞ

1
xðnÞdFðnÞ

� 1
b

a� 2ðq� n̂ðqÞÞ
xðn̂ðqÞÞ

 !
f ðn̂ðqÞÞn̂0ðqÞ: ð24Þ

Similarly, If n̂ðqÞ ¼ 0, then n̂0ðqÞ ¼ 0. If n̂ðqÞ ¼ n0, then a� 2ðq�n̂ðqÞÞ
xðn̂ðqÞÞ ¼ 0.

By the assumption of a 6 bp1, we must have

d2PðqÞ
dq2 ¼ � p1 �

a
b

� �
f ðqÞ � 2

b

Z q

n̂ðqÞ

1
xðnÞ dFðnÞ < 0;

which implies P(q) is concave. Therefore, the optimal order quan-
tity q0 must be uniquely determined by the first-order condition
(20). Similarly, the independent retailer’s optimal order quantity
qr must be uniquely determined by the first-order condition (21).

(ii) By the Implicit Function Theorem, from (20), we have

dq0=da ¼ d2Pðq0Þ=dqda

�d2Pðq0Þ=dq2
¼

1
b

R q0

n̂ðq0Þ dFðnÞ

�d2Pðq0Þ=dq2
> 0;

dq0=db ¼ d2Pðq0Þ=dqdb

�d2Pðq0Þ=dq2
¼
� 1

b2

R q0

n̂ðq0Þ a� 2ðq0�nÞ
xðnÞ

� �
dFðnÞ

�d2Pðq0Þ=dq2
< 0:

Similarly, we can prove dqr/da > 0 and dqr/db < 0.

Proposition 6(i) characterizes the integrated supply chain’s
optimal stocking level q0 and the independent retailer’s optimal
order quantity qr under the linear clearance demand function and
Proposition 6(ii) says that the larger the size of the clearance
market, the higher the integrated firm’s optimal inventory stocking
level and the independent retailer’s optimal order quantity; the
more price-sensitive the clearance demand is, the lower the
integrated firm’s optimal inventory stocking level and the inde-
pendent retailer’s optimal order quantity.

We next investigate how the linear demand parameters (a,b)
interact with the channel coordinating PMM and QMM contracts.
From Proposition 3, we know that the channel coordinating PMM
contract parameter is independent of both a and b in the linear
clearance demand function. However, from Proposition 5, we know
that the channel coordinating QMM contract depends upon the
clearance demand parameters. The nature of this dependency is
shown in the following proposition. h

Proposition 7. The coordinating markdown money mw in the QMM
contract is decreasing in a and increasing in b.

Proof. Recall from (10) that mw = (w � c)/F(q0). From Proposition
6(ii), we know dq0/da > 0 and dq0/db < 0. Therefore, we get:
dmw

da ¼ �
ðw�cÞf ðq0Þ
½Fðq0Þ�2

dq0

da

� �
< 0 and dmw

db ¼ �
ðw�cÞf ðq0Þ
½Fðq0Þ�2

dq0

db

� �
> 0. h

Proposition 7 says that if the QMM contract can coordinate the
supply chain, then the larger the clearance market, the less the
manufacturer’s markdown money to coordinate the supply chain.
In addition, the more price-sensitive the clearance demand is, the
larger the manufacturer’s markdown money. We next express
the manufacturer’s expected profit functions under the coordinat-
ing PMM and QMM contract as follows:
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Pmðq0;w; cwÞ ¼ ðw� cÞq0 � cwp1Iðq0Þ þ a2cw

4b

Z n̂ðq0Þ

0
xðnÞdFðnÞ

þ cw

b

Z q0

n̂ðq0Þ
aðq0 � nÞ � ðq

0 � nÞ2

xðnÞ

 !
dFðnÞ; ð25Þ

Pmðq0;w;mwÞ ¼ ðw� cÞq0 �mwIðq0Þ: ð26Þ

In practice, it can sometimes be difficult for the manufacturer to
change the wholesale price for the following reasons: (1) if the mar-
ket is highly competitive, then the manufacturer does not have
much control of the market price and has to act as a price-taker;
(2) the Robinson–Patman Act in the US restricts the manufacturer’s
ability to sell the same product to different retailers at different
wholesale prices, especially when the production cost is the same;
and (3) changing the wholesale price can be costly, and there is
empirical evidence that manufacturers are reluctant to change
wholesale prices (e.g., Iyer and Bergen, 1997 and Cachon, 2003).
Bosh and Anand (2007) also provide additional support for exoge-
nous wholesale price in practice. In view of this, our next proposi-
tion compares the relative performance of the coordinating PMM
and QMM contracts, when demands in T1 and T2 are independent,
i.e., x(n) = l.

Proposition 8. If x(n) = l and n̂ðq0Þ ¼ 0, then for a fixed w, the
manufacturer (retailer)’s expected profit under the coordinating PMM
contract is higher (lower) than that under the coordinating QMM

contract if and only if CVIðq0Þ <
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2�Fðq0Þ

Fðq0Þ

q
, where CVIðq0Þ is the coefficient

of variation of I(q0).

Proof. Let D = Pm(q0,w,cw) �Pm(q0,w,mw) be the difference
between the manufacturer’s expected profits under the coordinat-
ing PMM and QMM contract, and let lIðq0Þ and rIðq0Þ be the mean
and standard deviation of the random variable I(q0), respectively.
For a fixed w, if x(n) = l and q0

6 al/2, then n̂ðqÞ ¼ 0. From (25)
and (26), we have

D ¼ ðmw � cwp1 þ
acw

b
ÞlIðq0Þ �

cw

bl

Z q0

0
Iðq0; nÞ2 dFðnÞ; ð27Þ

Since r2
Iðq0Þ ¼

R q0

0 Iðq0; nÞ2 dFðnÞ � l2
Iðq0Þ, we can rewrite (27) as

follows:

D ¼ mw � cwp1 þ
acw

b

� �
lIðq0Þ �

cw

bl
r2

Iðq0Þ þ l2
Iðq0Þ

� �
¼ l2

Iðq0Þ
w� c
p1 � c

� �
p1 � c � p1 � a

b

� �
Fðq0Þ

lIðq0ÞFðq0Þ �
CV2

Iðq0Þ þ 1
bl

 !
: ð28Þ

From (20) we see that

p1 � c � p1 �
a
b

� �
Fðq0Þ ¼ 2

bl
lIðq0Þ:

Therefore, we can rewrite (28) as follows:

D ¼
ðw� cÞl2

Iðq0Þ

blðp1 � cÞ

 !
2

Fðq0Þ � CV2
Iðq0Þ � 1

� �
: ð29Þ

It follows from (29) that if CVIðq0Þ <
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2�Fðq0Þ

Fðq0Þ

q
, then D > 0, otherwise,

D 6 0. h

Recall that the condition x(n) = l means that demands in T1 and
T2 are independent and the condition n̂ðq0Þ ¼ 0 means that the re-
tailer’s leftover inventory from T1 is small enough, i.e., at least less
than the unconstrained optimal clearance sales quantity ŝ2ðnÞ, so
that inventory hold backs will not occur. If both conditions hold,
then Proposition 8 identifies a necessary and sufficient condition
under which the coordinating PMM contract will result in a higher
(lower) manufacturer (retailer) profit than the coordinating QMM
contract when the wholesale price is fixed.
Since the analytical result on the relative profits associated with
PMM and QMM contracts in Proposition 8 applies when the regular
season and clearance period demands are independent (i.e.,
x(n) = l) it would be interesting to compare and contrast results
across environments with independent and correlated demands.
Accordingly, we conduct a numerical study based upon the follow-
ing combinations of parameters with a total of 168 scenarios:

� Product profit margin: mI = (p1 � c)/p1 = {0.25,0.50}
� Size of the clearance market: a = {5, 50}
� Maximal clearance price: pmax = a/b = {0.2p1,0.6p1,p1}
� Random shock function: x(n) = {l,n}
� Regular season demand distribution: D1 � [Uniform,Normal,

Gamma]

In each scenario, we fix the production cost c = $10 and the
mean regular season demand l = 50.

For the normal distribution, we select a coefficient of variation
CV = r/l = {0.1,0.2,0.3}. For the uniform distribution, we choose
D1 � Uniform [0,100] with CV � 0.577. For the gamma distribu-
tion, we select a CV = {0.25,0.71,1}. For the case of CV = 1, we set
the a parameter of the gamma distribution at a = 1, which reduces
to the exponential distribution. From Proposition 3 we know the
PMM contract can always coordinate the supply chain. Our
numerical results also show that the retailer’s expected profit
function under the channel coordinating QMM contract (w,mw) is
unimodal and the retailer’s optimal order quantity qm satisfies
dPr(qm,w,mw)/dq = dP(qm)/dq = 0, i.e., qm = q0. Therefore, the
QMM contract can also coordinate the supply chain in our
numerical study. We compute the percentage change in the
manufacturer’s expected profit under the coordinating PMM con-
tract relative to that under the coordinating QMM contract, i.e.

h ¼ Pmðq0;w; cwÞ �Pmðq0;w;mwÞ
Pmðq0;w;mwÞ

� 100%: ð30Þ

After plugging (25) and (26) into (30), and noting that the coordi-
nating PMM and QMM contracts parameters satisfy mw = (w � c)/
F(q0) and cw = (w � c)/(p1 � c), we rewrite (30) as follows:

h ¼
Iðq0Þ
Fðq0Þ �

p1 Iðq0Þ
p1�c þ

a2
R n̂ðq0 Þ

0
xðnÞdFðnÞ

4bðp1�cÞ þ
R q0

n̂ðq0 Þ
aðq0�nÞ�ðq

0�nÞ2
xðnÞ

� �
dFðnÞ

bðp1�cÞ

q0 � Iðq0Þ
Fðq0Þ

� 100%:

ð31Þ

Interestingly, from (31) we see that h is independent of the whole-
sale price w. Our numerical results are reported in Tables 1–3 and
rounded up to two decimals.

From Tables 1–3, we find that the coordinating PMM contract
results in higher manufacturer expected profits than the coordinat-
ing QMM contract for all combinations of the parameter values.
This result suggests that for some commonly used distributions
such as uniform, normal, gamma, and exponential, the manufac-
turer will prefer a coordinating PMM contract to a coordinating
QMM contract when demands in two periods are independent
and correlated.

Our numerical results in Tables 1–3 further show that the man-
ufacturer’s expected profit is significantly higher under the PMM
contract when (1) the clearance market size a is relatively large
and the price sensitivity of the clearance demand b is relatively
small, or equivalently, when the maximal clearance price
pmax = a/b is relatively large, and (2) the product profit margin mI

is relatively high. For example, when a = 50, pmax = p1, and
mI = 0.50, the manufacturer’s expected profits under the coordinat-
ing PMM contract are about 200–600% higher than that under the
coordinating QMM contract, for all combinations of other parame-
ter values. However, the differences in the manufacturer’s



Table 1
Percentage change in manufacturer expected profit (h) under the coordinating PMM
contract relative to under the coordinating QMM contract when D1 is uniformly
distributed over [0,100] (CV = 0.577)

mI a b h (%)

x(n) = l x(n) = n

0.25 5 1.875 0.98 0.00%
0.625 7.50 0.00
0.375 33.33 0.00

50 18.75 0.10 0.00
6.25 1.16 0.00
3.75 309.83 95.93

0.50 5 1.875 1.86 0.00
0.625 11.11 0.00
0.375 49.17 0.00

50 18.75 0.21 0.00
6.25 40.87 5.61
3.75 623.67 346.59

Table 2
Percentage change in manufacturer expected profit (h) under the coordinating PMM
contract relative to under the coordinating QMM contract when D1 is normally
distributed

mI CV a b h (%)

x(n) = l x(n) = n

0.25 0.1 5 1.875 0.01 0.01
0.625 0.11 0.11
0.375 30.45 29.09

50 18.75 0.00 0.00
6.25 0.01 0.01
3.75 312.42 308.21

0.2 5 1.875 0.04 0.02
0.625 0.43 0.33
0.375 28.13 22.19

50 18.75 0.00 0.00
6.25 0.06 0.05
3.75 312.18 293.96

0.3 5 1.875 0.12 0.00
0.625 1.02 0.04
0.375 25.90 12.92

50 18.75 0.63 0.00
6.25 1.61 0.02
3.75 312.93 263.19

0.50 0.1 5 1.875 0.02 0.02
0.625 3.93 3.68
0.375 62.10 60.43

50 18.75 0.00 0.00
6.25 41.64 41.01
3.75 624.96 617.55

0.2 5 1.875 0.09 0.08
0.625 3.87 3.08
0.375 60.90 53.92

50 18.75 0.01 0.01
6.25 41.57 38.82
3.75 624.84 593.23

0.3 5 1.875 0.22 0.09
0.625 4.83 2.91
0.375 58.91 43.77

50 18.75 0.27 0.01
6.25 41.81 34.16
3.75 624.92 550.49

Table 3
Percentage change in manufacturer expected profit (h) under the coordinating PMM
contract relative to under the coordinating QMM contract when D1 follows the
gamma distribution

mI CV a b h (%)

x(n) = l x(n) = n

0.25 0.25 5 1.875 0.05 0.05
0.625 0.66 0.64
0.375 27.68 20.52

50 18.75 0.01 0.01
6.25 0.09 0.09
3.75 311.99 286.21

0.71 5 1.875 0.44 0.34
0.625 4.74 2.07
0.375 41.50 8.96

50 18.75 0.05 0.08
6.25 0.82 1.15
3.75 308.53 126.75

1 5 1.875 0.76 0.29
0.625 8.91 1.49
0.375 62.47 4.72

50 18.75 0.08 0.16
6.25 1.60 1.86
3.75 306.61 48.35

0.50 0.25 5 1.875 0.00 0.15
0.625 4.86 3.99
0.375 60.01 50.20

50 18.75 0.02 0.02
6.25 41.52 37.66
3.75 624.75 579.62

0.71 5 1.875 1.27 0.86
0.625 14.96 5.64
0.375 64.92 21.68

50 18.75 0.14 0.25
6.25 40.69 16.11
3.75 623.05 347.93

1 5 1.875 2.51 0.84
0.625 24.86 4.41
0.375 84.33 13.54

50 18.75 0.30 0.54
6.25 42.82 11.59
3.75 621.05 199.05
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expected profits under the coordinating PMM and QMM contracts
are insignificant when (1) the clearance market size a is relatively
small and the price sensitivity of the clearance demand b is rela-
tively large, or equivalently, when the maximal clearance price
pmax is relatively small, and (2) the product profit margin mI is rel-
atively low,. For example, when a = 5, pmax = 0.2p1, and mI = 0.25,
the percentage increases in the manufacturer’s expected profits
under the coordinating PMM contract relative to that under the
coordinating QMM contract are all less than 1% for all combina-
tions of other parameter values.

Such results can be explained by reexamining the manufac-
turer’s expected profit functions under the coordinating PMM
and QMM contracts in (25) and (26). Although the manufacturer
makes the same profit, i.e., (w � c)q0, in the regular season under
both coordinating contracts, the manufacturer’s profits under the
two contracts become different after the regular season. More spe-
cifically, under the PMM contract, from (25) we see that the man-
ufacturer not only pays the retailer some money cwp1 for each
unsold unit in the regular season, but also shares cw percent of
the retailer’s clearance revenue, R2ðq0Þ ¼ a2

4b

R n̂ðq0Þ
0 xðnÞdFðnÞ þ 1

bR q0

n̂ðq0Þ aðq0 � nÞ � ðq0�nÞ2
xðnÞ

� �
dFðnÞ. However, under the QMM contract,

from (26) we see that the manufacturer only pays the retailer some
markdown money mw for each unsold unit in the regular season,
but does not share any of the retailer’s clearance revenue. In other
words, the PMM contract allows the manufacturer to continue to
make some money in the clearance market whereas the QMM con-
tract does not. When the maximal clearance price is relatively low
(e.g., pmax = 0.2p1), the difference in the manufacturer expected
profits under two contracts is small since the clearance market is
less profitable. However, when the maximal clearance price is rel-
atively high, e.g., pmax = p1, the difference in the manufacturer ex-
pected profits under two contracts is large since the clearance
market is more profitable. Similarly, as the product profit margin
mI becomes higher, the optimal order quantity q0 also becomes lar-
ger. This means that there will be more expected unsold inventory
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I(q0) for clearance sales, which in turn results in a larger clearance
revenue and a larger difference between PMM and QMM contract
manufacturer profits.

5. Conclusion

The volatile market of perishable products is featured by uncer-
tain demand and a short selling season. It is common in practice
that retailers liquidate excess inventory via clearance pricing. In
this paper we investigate two forms of markdown money contract
schemes, i.e., PMM and QMM, for supply chain coordination. We
find that the PMM contract can always coordinate the supply chain
and arbitrarily divide the supply chain profit between the manu-
facturer and the retailer, but the QMM contract may not be able
to coordinate the supply chain.

Our results provide some managerial implications on the
strengths and limitations of the two forms of markdown money
contract schemes for coordinating a supply chain with clearance
pricing. First, the QMM contract is more restrictive than the
PMM due to the fact that (1) if the retailer’s optimal order quantity
is not unique, then the QMM contract fails to coordinate the supply
chain, and (2) even if a QMM contract can coordinate the supply
chain, its parameters depend upon the demand distribution. As
pointed out in Cachon (2003), a manufacturer normally sells her
product not just to one, but to several retailers and is legally obli-
gated to offer the same contractual terms to their retailers. Hence,
it is desirable for the manufacturer to offer a uniform contract to all
of her retailers, especially if they only differ in demand. Compared
to the QMM contract, the PMM contract can always coordinate the
supply chain and its parameters are independent of the demand
distribution. Therefore, the manufacturer can offer a uniform
PMM contract to multiple retailers.

Second, a PMM coordinating contract has the appealing feature
of transparency in allocation of expected supply chain profit. A
PMM contract is comprised of two parameters—the wholesale
price (w) and the percentage of the price markdown (c) paid by
the manufacturer to the retailer—and the value of c is the manufac-
turer’s share of expected supply chain profit (and 1 � c is the retai-
ler’s share of expected supply chain profit). In practice, retailers
and manufacturers usually have different bargaining powers when
they negotiate contracts. For example, the retailers in the fashion
industry, e.g., May, Federated, Kohl’s, Saks, and J.C. Penney, usually
have more bargaining power than the manufacturer, and naturally
they would like to have a larger share of the total supply chain
profit by selecting a c < 50% (and 1 � c > 50%) in the coordinating
PMM contract. Furthermore, as related to the point above, supply
chain profit allocation under a coordinating PMM contract is inde-
pendent of the demand distribution, which is not the case under a
QMM coordinating contract. Profit allocation transparency and
insensitivity to the demand distribution can be useful during con-
tract presentation and negotiation.

Third, in practice, it can sometimes be difficult for the manufac-
turer to change the wholesale price. Our numerical results based
upon a linear clearance demand function suggest that the coordi-
nating PMM contract will generally result in a higher manufac-
turer’s expected profit than the coordinating QMM contract.
Therefore, a manufacturer who is inflexible in changing wholesale
price should use a PMM contract to coordinate the supply chain
and improve her expected profit instead of a QMM contract, espe-
cially when the clearance market is highly profitable and the prod-
uct profit margin is high.

Future research should consider a supply chain comprised of a
manufacturer selling to multiple retailers competing in both regu-
lar season and clearance period. The relative strengths and limita-
tions of the three forms of supply chain contracts could be tested
empirically by experiments or by surveys of managers so that more
managerial insights can be obtained into which contract form is
preferred to others and why.
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